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d I. objective tlpe questions. Answer all t&rerue questions t

(a) Equal to one.

(c) Greater than one.

Maximum : 30 Weightage

1 A single letter is selected at random from the vvord'PROBABILIT\'. tlre probability that it is
vowel is :

23(a) *. (b) ;.ll r r

(c) ; (d) None ofthese.
t' 

,, ,.

^D\, br;. .i;\. z lor any rwo evenrs a ano B, the value of P(AnB)+P(AwE) *,

(b) Less thaJt one.

(d) Greater than or equal to one-

3 If P(Ar=r.P(B)=rand P(AnB)=2. then P(AwB)=

(a) l-x-y+2.

(c) I-y+z.

(b) l-r+y.

'(d) r- t+ z.

a If A and 3 are mufiilly exclusive events, then P (A u e) =

(a) P(A). P (B)

(c) P(A)+P(B).

(b) 0.

(d) P (A). P (B lA).

5 For any two events A and B each with positive probabilities, P (A lB) is :

(b) > P (A).

(d) > P (A).

(a) < P (A).

(c) < P (A).
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6 lfx is a conl,inuous random variable, t"hen P (o < X < 6l :

rar <P(a<X<6). rb) >P(a<X<6).

(c) <P(a<X<6). (d) =P(asX<r).

" 'lstribution function F of a random variable X statistics the/ for any reals ir < y. Lne or

inequality :

(a) F(x)<F(y). (b) F(x)>F(y).

rc' Frr)<Frv) (d, F{x)>F{y}.

8 If X is a non-negative contiruous random vadable, the range ofE (x) is :

4,r /n ll(a) (-co, oo, - \" r'

(c) [0,1]. (d) [0,.o].

9 If X is a random variable with mean p and variance o2, then E (X - b)2 is minimum wheD

(a) 0. (b) 1.

(c) u. t<l) o'.

10 Ifthe third central moment is positive, then the curve is :

la) Slmmetric. (b) . Positively skewed.

{c' Negatively skewed. (d' U-shaped.

t I lfx assumes only positive values. then E(X ' I is :

, r)'

{a) =JE(X)l't. {b) <lE(X)l''.

r.l \ rF /Lrl : r.ll /lErv'l)'!, /L' r^,1 s, :tL r^/l
'12 

The measure of Kurtosis p, is always : r

(a, > r. (b) < 1.

{d >l (d) <1.

(12xle=Sweightage)



TI. Short answer tlTe questions. Answer all ninP questiohs :

l3 Define Sample space.

14 What are the limitations ofstatistical definition ofprobability

15 State addition theorem ofprobability.

lti uenne conorf,ronar proDaor[ry,

17 Define distribution function of a random yatiable.

18 D;fine Central moments.

19 What is Kurl,osis ?

20 State the necessary and sufficient conditions for a function to be a charaateristic function.
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21 Distirguish between discrel,e and conlinuous tJ4)e random variables.

(9x 1- I weightage)

I.

F(x)=

x <-2

, x>2

Also find its probability density fimction.

Stai,e and establisfi?ie multiplication theorem of expectation.

Ifxr and x2 are iodependent random varisbles. show lhal, var (X, + X, ) = Var (X' - Xr ).

Obiaid the relationship between raw moments anA centml moments.

State and establish any two properties of characteristic firnction,

. (b x.2 = 10 weichtace)

0,

u(!*r)\2 )
I

25

27

28
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IV. Essay questions. Answer aoy t&o ques[ioos :

29 Out of 1OOO pefsons bom only 9OO reach the age of 15, and out of every 1,000 who reach the

age of 15, 950 reach the age of50. Out ofevery 1,000 who reach the age of50' {brty die rn one

year. What is the probability that a person would attain the age of 51 years ?

30 State and establish Bayes theorem for a finite uumber of events'

31(a)Definecharacterjsticfunctionofalandomvariablex.Findthechalacteristicfunctionof

!.-'ly =:j---I lD r,erms or Ehe characteristic function ofX (where p€R={-oo'co) 6n(

o>0).

(b)Showthatthecharacteristicfunctionofthesumoftwoindependentrandomvariablesis
the product oftheir charact€ristic firnctions'

. (2x4lSweightage)


